Abstract. The restriction on 2-primary components in the Artin-Verdier duality theorem [2] has been eliminated by Zink [9], who has shown that the sheaf of units for the étale topology over the ring of integers of any number field acts as a dualizing sheaf for a modified cohomology of sheaves. The present paper provides an alternate means of removing the 2-primary restriction. Like Zink's, it involves a topology which includes infinite primes, but it avoids modified cohomology and will be more directly applicable in the proof of a theorem of Lichtenbaum regarding zeta-and ¿-functions [4, 5] . Related results-including the cohomology of units sheaves, the norm theorem, and punctual duality theorem of Mazur [6]-are also affected by the use of a topology including the infinite primes. The corresponding results in the new setting are included here.
We also include the computations and auxiliary results regarding the Artin-Verdier topology which are used in [5] . Many of the techniques rely on Mazur's proof of the duality theorem [6] as well as Zink's, and on background material on Grothendieck topologies found in [1] .
Throughout the paper, K will denote an algebraic number field, A its ring of integers, and X = SpecA. The notation K, L, etc., will denote the algebraic closures of the fields K, L, etc., and GK, GL, etc., will denote the Galois groups of K over K, etc. HP(K, ■) denotes the group cohomology of GK. Gm stands for the sheaf of units on any scheme.
If U is an open subscheme of X, the category y^ is the sheaf category for the étale topology on U; i.e., the topology of finite étale morphisms in which a covering is a finite surjective family of morphisms. Hom^-,-), HP(U, •), etc., are functors on ¿V
The inclusion map j: Spec AT -> U induces the functors J+: G^-modules -* SPy and j*: Zfv -» G^-modules; j* is exact and left adjoint to j+\ y* is left exact and preserves injectives [1, p. 42 ].
1. The Artin-Verdier topology and its sheaf cohomology. Let Xx denote the set of infinite primes of K (real embeddings and conjugate pairs of complex embeddings). We define the étale topology on Xx to consist of maps of finite sets to Xx. A morphism in this topology is a set map over Xx, and a covering is a finite surjective family of morphisms. The sheaf category £fx is a direct sum of categories, one for each point in Xx; a sheaf G for this topology is simply a collection of Abelian groups {Gx : *,-e Xx}.
Let xx,...,x, be the elements of Xx. For each real x¡, fix an embedding of K into C which extends x¡, and let K¡ denote the subfield of K mapped into M under this embedding. For each complex x¡, let K¡ = K. Put /, = Gal(K/K¡) for i = \,...,t.(I¡= (1} if x, is complex.)
If U is an open subscheme of X, let Ü be the set U Lü Xx. We are going to define the sheaf category ify. A sheaf S on U is a triple S = (G, F, {o,■ : 1 < i < r}) where F is a sheaf for the étale topology on U, G is a sheaf on Xx, and each a,: Gx-~* (J*F)'' is a group homomorphism. (/, acts on the G^-module j*F as a subgroup.) A map of sheaves from (G, F, (a,)) to (G', F',{o'}) is a pair of maps (G -> G', F -» F') which commutes with the "specialization maps" {a,}, {a/}. This is the same definition of y¿ as in [9] , except that we have included the complex infinite primes as well as the real ones. We reproduce from that paper two results that follow from the definition. The inclusion of the complex primes entails nothing new at this stage in the proofs. The second result identifies Sfy with the category of sheaves for the Grothendieck topology Etjj (the Artin-Verdier topology). Etv is defined using the topology T as follows:
Connected objects in T are pairs (V, M), where V is an open subscheme of the spectrum of the ring of integers of a number field and M is a subset of the infinite primes of the quotient field of V.
A morphism of connected objects ir: (Vx, Mx) -> (V2, M2) is a scheme map Vx -* V2 which maps Mx to M2; such a morphism is étale if both Vx -* V2 and Mx -> M2 are unramified (in particular if a prime in Mx is complex, so is its image in M2).
Arbitrary objects and morphisms in T come from connected ones by taking finite disjoint unions.
Coverings in T are finite families of morphisms which are surjective on both finite and infinite primes.
If we identify Ü with the object (U, Xx) of T we can define Ety to be the étale morphisms over Ü in the category T. The morphisms and coverings in Ely are then the obvious ones. We then have Proposition 1.2 (see [9, 1.3.3] ). (a) T has fibered products, and the product of étale morphisms consists of étale morphisms (so that T and Et y are indeed Grothendieck topologies);
(b) The category S^q defined above is equivalent to the category of sheaves for Ety.
(c) Under this equivalence the functors ■£* and k* (resp. <j>* and k*) can be identified with the direct image (resp. pullback) functors induced by the inclusions <¡>: U -> U and k: Xx -» U.
We now turn to cohomology. One way to define a cohomology functor on Sfy is to write HP(U, S) = Extg(Z, S). Note that the constant sheaf Z on Ü (i.e. constant on components when Ü is considered as the final object of Ety) is the same as the sheaf tj>"Z induced from U. Examining the functor Hom¿>(<í>*Z, •) in the "triple" category, it is easy to see that the Hp are the same as the derived functors of
for the sheaf S = ({Gx }, F, {a,}), which is Zink's definition. H°(Ü, S) is precisely the group of global sections S(U). For any sheaf FonU there is an exact sequence in Sfv Proof. We need to show Ext^(tc+rc*Z, S) = ®HpfU,S) and Ext^.Z, S) s Hp(U,<p*S). But Ext^= 8k,-*Z,S)= ©Ext^(tc,+Z, S) and Ext^(K,*Z, S) is the pth derived functor of Hom^ÍK^Z, S) which is isomorphic to Hom(Z, k]S) = kxS by Proposition 1.1. Also Ext^(^,Z, S) = Exty(l,<t>*S) by the adjunction and exactness of <t>, and <£*.
Two useful lemmas regarding cohomology on Su follow. Lemma 1.5. A sheaf S on Ü such that <p*S = 0 is said to be concentrated (or punctual) at infinite primes. If S is such a sheaf, HP(U, S) = 0 for p > 0.
Proof. S = k*G, where G = k*S. By exactness and adjunction of k* and K*, HP(U,S)= Extp0(4>*Z,KtG) = Ext^(K*<|)»Z,G)= ®Extp(Z,Gx). This is zero unless p = 0, and H°(U, S) = ©;'=1 Gx. Lemma 1.6. Let a: Spec A" -> Ü denote the composite <f> ° j. Then a induces a morphism of topologies. If M is a GK-module there is a Leray spectral sequence
Hp(X,R'la*M) ==> HP + "(K,M).
Proof. Such a sequence exists if a* is left exact and preserves injectives. Both «£* and j* have these properties. Noting that a*, <£". and y* are all direct image functors, it is clear that a* = 4>* ° j*, and we are done.
We close the section with the basic results on base extension. Definition 1.8. Let L be a finite extension of K, B the ring of integers of L, and V an open subscheme of Y = Spec/?. Let j denote either inclusion j: Spec AT -» U or j: SpecL -» V. Similarly put <i>: U -» Ü and <b: V -* F, and k: A^ -> ¿7 and tc: y^ -» F. Denote by it both natural projections 77: F -» U and tt: Y^ -* Xx, and write 77: F -> £/ both as a summary of these data and as an indication that we may consider our sheaf categories as categories for the étale topologies on V and Ü. The projections induce morphisms of topologies (by fibered products), hence pairs of adjoint functors
We wish to combine these into an adjoint pair 77* For each y G Yx, choose /,, so that if -n(y) = x then IY C Ix (i.e. / = Ix if / is nontrivial). Write t&: y" -»¡fx for the functor tvF = {{j*F}1*: x g Xx}, and Ttr:Sry-Srrw forTyF={(j*F):y^Yx}. Lemma 1.9. There is a canonical isomorphism of functors 6* : tt^tç, -> t¿,77+.
Proof. For F g Sr"v, we evaluate w*t;>F and tqit^F at a prime x & Xx:
If j*F is the GL-module N, then j*-n*F is its direct image sheaf on Spec AT. As a G^-module this is the induced module MG'N [7, p. 1-12]. If 2 = {gx,..., gn} is a set of left coset representations for GL in GK, for any g g Gk and any g, G 2 we have gg¡ = gjh for a unique j and h g Gl. We may write MG'-N as (the Abelian group) © A/, where g e. GK acts by sending the element whose ; th component is ni to the element whose / th component is hn¡, with h and y as above.
As for © (/*F)7' = ®y/xN'y, choose j>0/x and for each pair g,, gy g 2 such that g,j0 = gjy0 (i.e., such that x is real, g,-.y0 is complex, and g -j0 as a field embedding agrees with g(._y0 up to conjugation), choose only one of (g,-, g-}, yielding a subset Tel Then 0 (j*F)'' = © tVW.
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One then checks that the map [n¡: g,-G 2} -» {«,: g, g F) gives us our isomorphism 77"tí>F -» Tyir+F. The corresponding situation for 77* is somewhat different. We will define a natural transformation 8* : 77*t¿, -» tt>w* which is paired with 0*. Choose F g ¡fy and let F -» 77*77 *F be the map corresponding to the identity on m *F under the adjunction map. Apply tv and compose with 0*x to get TyF -» Ty 77*77 *F -> 77*Ti>77*F.
Using the adjunction property for 5^ and 5^y on this composite yields our map 0*. In general, 0* is not an isomorphism.
We are now able to define 77* and 77* on the mapping cylinder (triples) categories quite formally. If stfx and j/2 are any Abelian categories, and ry. sé2 -* s/x any left exact functor, put j</ = the category of triples A = (Ax ^stfx,A2 Ei2, a:
Ax -* t^A2). Similarly if SSX, 382 and -ra: 9Ù2 -* Sèx are as above, let á? be the 10. In the above situation, if px and p2 are both left exact (resp. right exact, resp. exact), then so ispe.
The proof is a formal exercise involving the definitions of kernel, cokernel, etc. Note that the result of the proposition is independent of the specific transformation 0. commutes, so we may replace (1.18) by
Applying the adjunction of /»J and />2+ to the two middle maps reduces this to
where the middle map now is that given by the data. Following this by 0* completes one direction in diagram (1.13) and shows that it is indeed equal to the other direction. Defining the inverse map Hom^(A,p*B) -» Homa( p*A, B) involves the commutativity of a similar diagram, and the proof there is similar. That the maps are actually inverses is trivial.
We may now state our results for the categories £fy and £fv. In (2.2) and (2.3) we are also using ix to denote the inclusion x -> U; note that i¡ = ^>*'* in the obvious sense. Sequence (2.2) is exact on Xx because the second and third sheaves agree there, while rc*<i>!G", = 0; (2.3) is exact on Xx because K*<t>*Gm = K*<xtßm and the third sheaf has no A'00-component.
-Zink computes the cohomology of a+Gm in dimensions up to 3; we would like to go further and require the following theorem. The group Br0A^ denotes the Brauer classes of K with zero invariants at all (real) infinite primes.
Proof. We use spectral sequence (1.7). As in [9, 2.5], we discover Rpa)fGm = ®x TeaXKuHp(f, K*) for p > 1. Since this is concentrated at infinite primes, its cohomology is zero in positive dimensions and (1.7) degenerates to the exact sequence.
0 -Hl(Ü,a*Gm) -H\K,Gm) -®Hx{l,,K*)
Combining this with Hilbert's Theorem 90, the relationship of the Brauer group to local invariants, and Corollary 2.2, yields Proposition 2.5. p>2.
The computation in [6, 2.3] suffices here for all dimensions. We put this information, together with the fact that Hp(Ü,Y\K¡jfk*) is 0 for p > 0, into the long exact cohomology sequences of (2.2) and (2. Hp(X,<t>,Gm) =
Thus Hl(X, <t>,Gm) is isomorphic to a dense subgroup of the idèles of K modulo unit idèles and principal idèles.
We also compute the cohomology of G", on U so that we have this statement for the nontotally imaginary case. The technique is very similar to that used in proving the last two propositions.
To find HP(U, y*Gm) we use the spectral sequence (2.8)
coming from the fact that y* is left exact and preserves injectives. Recall that Rqj*Gm is the associated sheaf to the presheaf P" defined by P« ( The sequence (2.8) thus degenerates to the isomorphisms HP(U, y*Gm) = HP(K, Gm). The cohomology of LI/¿Z on U is the same as it is on Ü, so we are ready to find HP(U, Gm) from the long exact sequence of (2.1). Proof. The long exact sequence of (2.1) is (2.10)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2.11. Note that the isomorphism H3(X,4>*Gm) = Q/Z of Proposition 2.7(b) can be defined by lifting an element arbitrarily to H2(X, LL'iZ), which is canonically isomorphic to © Q/Z, and following this by the sum map
The corresponding procedure for H3(X, Gm), however, does not work unless A" is totally imaginary. For the corresponding diagram to commute, the sum map would have to be replaced by 2 • sum.
We now use 2.7(b) to compute the values of the Ext functors which will appear in our duality theorem, for the special case of the constant sheaf Z/nZ. The long exact 
Hx(X,Z/nZ) = Hom(Pic4, Z/r/Z).
Proof of (b). We use 1.6 applied to Z/nZ as a G^-module. We find an exact sequence But GK/GK, = Gal(A"'/A") = PicA, and the result follows. for any fe^j-, thus giving us the norm map on cohomology for <i>*G",, o^G^, and Ii<f>*z£Z. Repeating the previous computations using the cohomology sequence of (2.3), we find The extension of Zink's result to the case of complex x¡ is trivial. Note that in this case Rqn)S = 0 for q 3= 2. Proof. There is a composite functor spectral sequence (3.9) Ext"(M, RqK,<t>*Gm) -Extf(K,,M,<i>,Gm)
coming from the adjunction of k,-, and k). By 3.7, RqKX(¡>^Gm is zero for q < 2. For q > 2, RqK](j>*Gm = Hq~l(GK, A"*). This is zero unless xj is real and q is odd, in which case Hq~x(GK ,K*)= Z/2Z. The terms E{-q of the spectral sequence are 0 for p > 1 because these Ext functors are on the category of Abelian groups. For q > 2, only one of E2-q or E\-q~l is nonzero, depending on whether q is odd or even. The composite Ext is therefore isomorphic to one of these. Lemma 3.8 prepares us for our results regarding the norm: Proposition 3.10. Let -n: Y -> X be as in 3.1, and let y be an infinite prime of Y which is unramified over X (i.e., y and tr(y) are either both real or both complex). Let P = kv*M be a sheaf on Y concentrated at y. Then N: Extf(P,<f>*Gm) -» Ext^(77"P, <i>*Gm) is an isomorphism for all p.
Proof. If y is complex, both groups are zero, so assume y is real. We may also assume p > 2. We replace the map k with k : Yx -* Y and rewrite sequence (3.9) considering M as a sheaf on Yx :
ExtpY(M,RqK^Gm) =* ExtÇq(K*M,<p*Gm).
The value of RqK<p*Gm at a point in Yx depends on whether that point is real or complex.
Consider the corresponding sequence after applying it* :
(3.12) ExtpxJir*M, A"K!77^Gm) =» Extf V*k*M, M>*<?J-
The sheaf ir^M on A*^ is concentrated at the prime x below y. Lemma 3.3 identifies the value of RqK'iT^Gm with Hq~\Kx, M^K*). This is ©Gal(L//f)Z/2Z for even q, using the fact that x splits completely in L. On the other hand, 77* commutes with RqKx on X and on 7. (This is true for q = 0 using the isomorphism 0* of (1.9); for higher q use that 7r* is exact and preserves injectives. To determine the effect of the norm on the sheaves in the second variable on the bottom row of (3.13) recall that over the generic point the norm is the map MG'K* -» K* corresponding to corestriction. Taking even-dimensional cohomology as GK -modules gives the sum map ffi^-,, Z/2Z -> Z/2Z. For even q there is a commutative diagram Extqx(^KtM,iT^Gm) I norm Ext^(7T»K*M,<í)*Gm).
Horn Xx ( 77* M, 77» R qK '<¡>*Gm ) (3.14) ¿sum
Hom^-(t7*M, R"k'^G",)
The composite of (3.13) and (3.14) is simply the map >-component sum
which is the identity; this completes the proof for even q. For odd q, simply consider the functors in (3.13) and (3.14) to be functors on M. Since the composite is an isomorphism for any M with q even, and since k+ preserves injectives, we may shift dimensions.
The following version of the norm theorem holds:
Theorem 3.15. Let F be a constructible sheaf on Y. Then N: Ext Y(<j>*F,<j>*Gm) -> E\tpx(ir^<p^F, 4>*Gm) is an isomorphism for 0 ^ p < 2. //, in addition, all primes of Yx are unramified over X, N is an isomorphism for all p.
Proof. We use the decompositions 0 -> <i>,F -> <i>*F -* K*K*<i>*F -> 0, 0 -» <f>,77*F -» tt^^F -> K*K*tT*<t>tF -* 0, recalling that 77* commutes with the other functors. For p < 3, Extl(K*K*<j>*F,<i>tGm) = Extpx(w*K*K*(j)*F,<t)*Gm) = 0, and for /> > 3, rV is an isomorphism on Ext£(K*/c*F,<p*Gm) under our additional hypothesis by 3.10. We are thus reduced to the norm on Extf(<i>,F,4>*Gm) = ExtY(F,Gm), which is an isomorphism according to the norm theorem of Mazur.
We also investigate the map N on Extf (<i>*F, amGm) (recall a* = <i>*y*). Using the extension of the norm on irifjifGm, we get norm: 7r*a*Gm -» a+G,,, which provides N: r2xt£(<f>»F,a,tGm) -> Ext £( 77*0* F,a*Gj. Proof. If F is a sheaf concentrated at an infinite prime of Y, we claim there are isomorphisms Extf(F, <¿>*Gm) -> ExtY(P, a*Gm) and Ext£(77*F, <i>*G"J -» Extpx(-rr*P,amGm) which commute with the map N. For this we use sequence 2.3, and reduce to showing that Ext£(F, i£Z) = Ext£(w*F,/£Z) = 0, where iw and i" are the inclusions of a prime of Y into y and a prime of A" into X, respectively. However iw*P = iv*ir*P = 0, so by the adjunction and exactness of (iw*, /'*) and (/"*, /*), this proves the claim.
As in 3.15, we are now reduced to N: Ext y(F, y*Gm) -* Ext£(7r*F, y*Gm). We prove this is an isomorphism as in the proof of the norm theorem in [6] , by using the sequence 0 -» p,p*F - and we claim Rqiy'(j*Gm) = 0 for all q.
Note that the composite Fy* is the zero functor. Thus in the spectral sequence RqiyX(RpjjfGm) =* Rq+p(iy%)Gm the terms converge to 0. We know from the proof of 2.6 that R%Gm = 0 for p > 0, so R«iy'(j*Gm) = 0 as well.
Since the same applies to Extx(irmi$,My, y*Gm) = Extx(ixir*Mv, y*Gm), where ir: y -> x also represents the local projection onto a prime of X, we are finally reduced to the case (as in [6] ) of an étale extension of subschemes whose function fields form a Galois extension. The map F -» 77*77* F that exists in this case provides an inverse to N just as well for y*Gm as it does for a*Gm.
4. Punctual duality on X. Our version of the punctual duality theorem [6, 2.7(d)] is not fully necessary in the proof of the general theorem which we give here. We prove punctual duality first because we wish to make explicit some of the relationships between categories that are involved.
Definition. Let ix: x -» X denote the inclusion of a closed point. A sheaf P on X is called punctual if there exists a finite set W of closed points of X such that P = Ylxelv ixMx, where each Mx is a sheaf on x. Proof (Lichtenbaum) . Our first step is to replace HP(X, /*M) = Ext£(Z, /*M)
by Ext£(/*Z, z'*M), and H3(X,<t>*Gm) by Ext\(UZ,<¡>*Gm). We do this by shifting both Ext functors along the sequence 0 -> p,Z -» Z -> /'*Z -* 0 of sheaves on X, where p: Ü -» X is the inclusion of Ü -X\x. The functor p, is defined using a category of triples which combines Sfv with the category of G*-modules and is isomorphic to ifx by the decomposition lemma. By exactness and adjunction of p, and p* we have Ext£(p,Z,F) = Extp0(Z, p*F) for any sheaf F. With F= /*M, P*F=0, so Ext^-(Z,F) = Ext^(/*Z, F) for all p. With F = </>*G"" we apply Proposition 2.7(a) to find that in the case of just one "missing" prime Hp(Ü, p*<t>*Gm) = Hp(U,<p*Gm) = 0 for p > 2, and in particular Ext^(Z,</>*Gm) = Ext3^.(/*Z,<i,*Gm).
The isomorphisms commute with the Yoneda pairings by the naturality of the pairings, so this step is complete.
We now replace Ext^^M^GJ by Ext2^ (/*M, z'*Z) and Ext3r,(/*Z,r>*Gm) by Ext2x(i*Z, /*Z). To do this we shift backwards in the second variable along the appropriate long exact Ext-sequences of 0 -<¡>*Gm -a*Gm -+ LJ /*Z -> 0, finite closed points using the fact that Yoneda pairings commute with the coboundary maps on Ext sequences. We must show that Extpx(i*N, a*Gm) = 0 and Ext ^-(/*Af, /*Z) = 0 for all discrete Gx-modules N (N = Z, M for our purposes), for all p, and for y ¥= x. But if we denote by /' the inclusion x -> X, we can write z'*/V = </>*/*/V, which is the same as 0,/*jV (use sequence (1.3) ). By exactness and adjunction of <j>, and 0* we are reduced to investigating Ext£(/*/V, <¿>*a*G",) = Extx{iíN, y*Gm) and Ext£(F*/V, /*'Z) (using F : y -> A").
The former has already been done (Theorem 3.16). For the latter we obtain a spectral sequence
)'/* = 0, so we have reduced the original Yoneda pairing to the equivalent Ext£(/*Z,/*M) X ExtV'(/*3f,/*Z) -> Ext2^(/*Z,i*Z).
Finally, by exactness of /*, the fact that /'*/* is the identity, and the naturality of the and to say that this is a perfect duality is the same as saying that Q/Z is a dualizing module for Z (see [7, pp. 1-27 and 1-31]) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. Proof of the duality theorem. As in other versions of this theorem, we begin with a constructible sheaf on X. Recall that a sheaf is constructible if there is an open subscheme U of X such that the pullbacks of F to U and to each point in its closed complement are locally constant sheaves whose values are finite Abelian groups. is a perfect duality of finite groups for p > 2.
(c) //, for each x¡ G A^, the group /, acts trivially on the GK-module j*F, (5.2) is perfect for all p.
We will prove this from Zink's theorem, so we need to define the modified cohomology which is used in that result. Once again, our statements include the complex primes of X, but this in no essential way affects the results. To prove 5.1, first note that for any sheaf F on A" there is natural map \p: F -» 0*F of sheaves on X induced by the norm at infinite primes. In nonnegative dimensions this induces a map \p: HP(X, F) -» Hp(X,<j>*F). For p ^ 2, this is an isomorphism; this follows from the facts that F and <£*F agree on X and that the cohomology of sheaves concentrated on Xx vanishes in positive dimensions.
One consequence is that H3(X,Gm) = H3(X,<i>*Gm); another is that 5.1(a) is proven for Hp. To complete part (a), first assume that F is punctual. Then <f>*F is punctual, concentrated on X, so Ext£(<i>*F, <i>*Gm) vanishes for p > 3 by our punctual duality theorem (4.2). We may thus assume by the usual decomposition of constructible sheaves that F = p,D for some locally constant sheaf Dona subscheme U of X. If p denotes both inclusions U -> X and Ü -* X, we may write ExtS(0*p,/),<i.*Gm) = ExlKp^D, <i.*Gm) = Ex\qy(^D,^Gm). This simply says that 0 is a natural transformation of functors on Sr°x, which is clear. For p = 1,2 we shift dimensions in the bottom two lines of (5.7) by beginning the construction of injective resolutions of Gm and 0*G"" but we must take care that these are compatible with the pairings in the two different categories Sfx and ¡fx.
Let Gm -» Jx be an embedding into an injective of £fx. Then 0*Gm -» 0*/, is an embedding into an injective, and if Ix = <¡>*JX, Ix has the property Ix s 0*0*/, because 0*0* is the identity functor. Let Dx = coker(0*Gm -> /, ). We have the exact sequences which is exact because Rl<p*Gm = 0. (This is true since every element of Hl(X, Gm) = Pic A vanishes in an extension which is unramified even at infinite primes.) Comparing (5.9) and (5.11) we discover that the natural map Dx -> 4>*<f>*Dx is an isomorphism.
We continue by embedding 0*Z), into a injective J2 and putting I2 = 0*/2, D2 = coker(0*0*D1 -» I2). Taking into account Dx = <p*<¡>*Dx, we have exact sequences Applying 0* to (5.13) and using the Five-Lemma, we discover that D2 -* 0*0*/)2 is a monomorphism.
Since H is a cohomology functor on yx, we may use ( Since F is constructible there is an open inclusion p : U -> X and an exact sequence 0 -> <p^p,p*F -» 0*F -» F -> 0 where F is punctual and concentrated at finite primes, and p*F is locally constant on U. Note that for such F, P = 0,0*F so that Ext£(P, a*Gm) = Ext£(0*P, y*Gm) by the usual adjunction and exactness. This last Ext group is zero, as we have seen in the proof of 3.16, so our statement regarding Ext3 reduces to the same statement for 4>*p,p*F. A locally constant sheaf is induced from the G^-module y*F (see [6] ), so by replacing F with another punctual sheaf we reduce to Ext3y(0*y*y *F, a*Gm).
Let L/K be an extension such that GL acts trivially on j*F, let Y = Spec(integers of L), and let 77: Y -» X be the natural projection. The special assumption on F implies that each /, ç GL and therefore that Yx is unramified over X. There is a monomorphism y*y *F -» 77*77*7*y'*F in Sfx, coming from the standard map y *F -> M2fj*F[l,p.l-l2\.
The cokernel C of this map is constructible [6] . Since 77*77 *y*y'*F is constant on Y, and Y -» X is unramified over Ar00, 0*77*77*7*y*F -» 0*C is surjective on X Putting G =y*y*F, we thus have an exact sequence 0 -» 0*G -» 77*77*0*G -> 0*C -» 0, and we will get our statement about 0*G by showing that both Ext3^(77*77*0*G, a*Gm) and Ext^(0*C, a*Gm) are zero. By the norm theorem for aJeGm (3.16), the former of these is isomorphic to Ext3y( 77 *0*G,a*Gm), and since w*0*G is constant we reduce to Ext3j.(Z/«Z, a*Gm). n Using 0 -» Z -» Z -> Z/r/Z -» 0 and Proposition 2.5, this is zero by the divisibility of local Brauer groups. As for 0*C, our proof that Ext^(0*C, 0*Gm) = 0 works just as well for a*Gm.
We may now perform our dimension-shifting. Let F, be the sheaf LI/*Z on X. Since j*Ex = 0, we have that on X, Êx = 0*F, = LI/*Z, where ix denotes the inclusion into A' as well.
There is thus a map of exact sequences We may now use the commutativity of (5.7) to draw conclusions about the pairing for 0*F from information about the pairing for the modified cohomology. For p > 2, both 0 and 0' are isomorphisms; we have mentioned this for 0, and for 0' it follows from the fact that the Ext-functors vanish on the cokernel of 0,F -> 0*F in dimensions < 3 (Lemma 3. We may define the vertical map on H°PX by restriction from H°F, so that the first square commutes. Since the map on H°F is an isomorphism, this map is injective; but 3.8 shows that H°PX and E4P3 have the same order, so our first two vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
Gm
On H°P2, note that the map F3 -* F2 defined as zero at complex primes and projection modulo 2 at real primes induces an isomorphism (E3P3) ~ -* (E3P2) ~ by 3. The diagram thus shows that the pairing is simply that of Horns on 2-torsion Abelian groups for each real prime. Next, we define HXI -* (E2(j>,F) via the isomorphism HlF -* HlI coming from (5.16). This pairing map is an isomorphism by 5.4, and the last square in (5.19) clearly commutes. All of the vertical maps are isomorphisms with the possible exceptions of those on the cohomology of 0*F; we will have proven these to be isomorphisms as well as once we show that the fourth square commutes.
For this purpose we may precede the maps in that square with the surjective map H°P3 -* H°P2. We want to show H°P3 -> H°P2 -> HlI -» (E2<t>,F) ~ is the same as But the composite of the last two arrows is the Yoneda pairing on 0,F, because HP4>,F -» HPF is a map of cohomology functors on F Thus by shifting dimensions in the pairing, using (5.18), we may replace the last sequence by H°P3 -» (E3P3) ~ -» (£20,F)~ . Our map on H°P2 fits into the first of these arrows, and the proof is complete.
Remark (5.22). Our duality theorem restores the pairing HlZ/nZ X PicA/nPicA -* Q/Z for even n (see 2.13) which is missing from Zink's more general version. This is one reason why it may be useful to have both theorems.
